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STOP WRITING ARTICLES!!!! (SEE DEMO VIDEO BELOW!!!) Revolutionary Software Suite almost

instantly helps you create unique articles, so you get better search engine rankings, more site visitors...

and make more money. Whether you write articles yourself or use PLR content to fill out your sites and

blogs this software is going to make a massive difference to you. Spin Master Pro is a suite of TWO

brand new software products that make writing spinnable articles or turning existing PLR content into

unique spun content a breeze. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Power

Tool #1: Spin Writer Pro. (TO SEE DEMO VIDEO PLEASE VISIT youtube.com/watch?v=JUFEIWjSrW4)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Spin Writer Pro gives you the perfect

blend of the speed of auto spinning with the quality output associated with manual writing. So what is it?

Its a specially designed editing tool with synonym look up that can generate spyntax as you go. This

means you can put the spin variations in as you write and when youre done push a button and produce

loads of unique versions of the same article. In the time it takes you to do one article you are getting

twenty, fifty or even a hundred unique spun versions. And this isnt limited to writing your own articles...
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Most of us have hard drive full of PLR content that we rarely use because its not unique and if you run it

through an auto-spinner the results are dubious at best. With Spin Writer Pro you can quickly zip through

any article, highlight words and drop in suitable synonyms in syntax format. You can save your spinnable

version with its syntax in place (suitable for direct uploading to sites and services that spin for you, or

push a button and use the built in spin generator to create multiple spun variations on the spot. Its so

quick and easy to use! If you can use a basic word processor or editor (like notepad) youll find using Spin

Writer Pro childs play. ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Power Tool #2

- Easy Auto Spinner. (TO SEE DEMO VIDEO PLEASE VISIT youtube.com/watch?v=RM1yFZjDGQQ)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Although I recommend that you

create all your spun content using the power of Spin Writer, there are times when you just need to quickly

pump out some variations of PLR articles quickly and without any manual editing. So included in the Spin

Master Pro Suite is Easy Auto Spinner. Just give Easy Auto Spinner a folder that contains PLR text files

and an output folder for the spun content, decide how unique you want it to make the content and click a

button. Just minutes later you will have fresh, unique versions of those articles ready for use. The PLR

text files dont have to have any spyntax or special codes in them, they are just plain old regular PLR text

files. Easy Auto Spinner will spit out spun versions using one of two methods (or it can use both methods

at once). And each time you run Easy Auto Spinner on a folder it will produce different spun content. No

spyntax needed. Just feed in plain text files and Easy Auto Spinner does the rest. Extensive Synonym

List: The program has an extensive but sensible synonym list. Although no fully automatic system is going

to be perfect these synonyms have been carefully selected so you are less likely to end up with jibberish

sentences. Two reliable spinning methods. Use either or both. And the settings are a doddle, just adjust a

couple of simple slide controls and check a tick box or two. Its just so easy! (SEE DEMO VIDEO

BELOW!!!!!)
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